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Abstract 
Creativity is a process of creating new and original ideas, concepts, and solutions. A child is a creative 
individual who represents her/his creative potential through her/his artistic solutions. In this process, the 
teacher plays a key role. The teacher should not interfere with children's creativity but constantly find 
new ways to encourage children's artistic creativity.  In this study, the main objective was to examine 
teachers' experiences related to the use of different teaching approaches aiming to encourage creativity 
in teaching Art. This qualitative research was carried out in cooperation with three primary school 
teachers. Using three parallel case studies, the researchers examine how painting and graphic 
techniques affect the creative artistic process and possibly stimulate children's artistic creativity.  
Following the research aim, the three primary school teachers' Art classrooms were selected as a source 
of data. The data were collected employing a semi-structured interview with the three primary school 
teachers and structured observation of lessons based on pre-defined categories. The research results 
show that before letting students create, teachers use artworks by highly acclaimed painters, along with 
different activities and various creative games to encourage children's artistic creativity. These actions 
arouse students' imagination and freedom of original expression. In graphic techniques, the most 
common is the new use of art content (change of color, surface, size, rhythm) and the ability to detect 
artistic problems. In painting techniques, the most common is the new use of art content (change of 
color, surface, size, rhythm), elaboration of the original idea in detail (analytical drawing), and the 
adoption of artistic and compositional elements. Moreover, painting techniques allow more creativity, 
while graphic techniques give more diverse results than painting techniques. In the conclusions, the 
researchers discuss study findings and provide directions for future research. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Fine art, as a part of cultural production, confirms itself as a great human spontaneous creative activity, 
a force that transforms the existing reality in a different way than science or technology do. Thanks to 
its creative activity, art occurs as a result of human freedom of action. Through this action, humans grow 
their own boundaries and redefine their environment, revealing new dimensions of knowledge and new 
opportunities for their existence. This makes education through art extremely important for the 
development of many strengths and abilities in students. Studying the nature of the creative process, 
authors move away from the traditional approaches according to which creativity is found mostly in some 
special psychological processes or attributes, and they argue that creativity is recognized in the scientific 
or artistic product [1]. 

Creative process is linked to a process of divergent thinking that, according to Guilford, contains 
elements of redefinition, sensitivity to problems, fluency, originality, elaboration, and flexibility [2]. Artistic 
creativity includes a high degree of human creativity, it arises from special stimuli, concentration of 
creative energy and goes through certain developmental stages, each of them preparing the action of 
the next creative stage [3]. In the relevant literature, there is a difference between creative and artistic 
processes, since the creative process is not always directed to the artistic creation, and productive work 
in the arts does not always include creativity with regard to the representation of original thinking [4]. 
The two types of processes may differ slightly, as the creative process is not always dedicated to artistic 
creation, and productive artistic work does not always involve creativity, in terms of specifically original 
thinking [5]. Herceg, Rončević and Karlavaris [3] present creative processes in the following way: 
problem identification ‒ critical assessment of collected data ‒ learning, apparent rest with the initiation 
of invention (motivation) ‒ play, creative thinking that reveals the problem solution (illumination) ‒ 
conceptual sketches, realization of creative ideas in the material ‒ art medium ‒ work, assessment of 
the value of the creative solution ‒ evaluation. 
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Encouraging creativity is associated with encouraging and developing artistic creativity in children [6]. 
The effect of different educational disciplines ‒ called the division of education ‒ on creative thinking 
can be significant, especially the non-routine problem-solving procedures in art education in which the 
production of artworks is an important component in the development of creative thinking [7]. Improving 
student creativity is one of the main purposes of art education [8]. Creativity as a model developed in 
the field of fine arts needs to be viewed inclusively, starting from the fact that all students can be creative, 
and that creativity can be encouraged by using certain teaching strategies [9]. 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
A number of researches recognize the significant influence of the methodological approach and teaching 
environment on the artistic product (i.e. [10], [11], [12], [13]), as well as the recognition of conceptual 
schemes in art education of primary school students (i.e. [14], [15]).  

Huzjak and Županić Benić [10] examined the statistical significance of differences in artworks between 
students in mentoring and non-mentoring primary schools. The difference in the degree of creativity was 
confirmed, with artworks from mentoring schools having more creative elements. A research conducted 
by Herzog and Duh [11] on a sample of fifth grade students focused on the recognition of factors of 
artistic flexibility and sensitivity to artistic problems. It was determined that these elements are present 
in girls and students who attend schools in bigger cities. Van de Kamp, Admiraal, van Drie, and 
Rijlaarsdam [12] conducted experimental research among high school students and found that in the 
field of visual arts, teaching support in building metacognitive knowledge about divergent thinking can 
improve students' creative processes, with no effects on the aspect of originality found. Wallerius [13] 
researched development of artistic creativity in seventh-grade students through the implementation of a 
curriculum based on behaviour management that fosters authentic engagement with the creative 
process. Katz-Buonincontro [14] emphasizes that even if there are different approaches to teaching 
creativity in art education, the development of creativity mainly focuses on discovering, researching 
materials, and expressing ideas (process), as well as making and presenting final works of art and 
design (products). Spendlove [15] proposes a scheme that helps conceptualize the strong connection 
between emotion, creativity, and learning. An important element is recognizing the emotional dimension 
in the triage scheme ‒ developing emotional abilities of students to engage in the creative process 
(person); encouraging emotional engagement in the appropriate learning contexts (process) and 
facilitating emotional connection with outcomes (product).  

Important in the study of the creative process is also the role of the teacher’s understanding of creativity 
[16] and the question of group dynamics and its impact on the creative process [17]. In the action 
research in the visual art classroom conducted by Corcoran and Sim [16], successful teaching for 
creativity is related to the teacher’s understanding of the nature of their pedagogical reasoning. 
Kurtzberg and Amabile [17] focused on the description of the creative process at the group level. They 
examined specific group processes and dynamics that may affect the creative production at the group 
level, emphasizing that diversity and different types of conflicts in groups can influence the creative 
process.   

There are different impacts on the artistic product, at the process level and at the level of personal 
characteristics of the creator of works of fine arts (i.e. [18], [19]). In their research on sensitivity to artistic 
problems involving regular primary school students and students attending specialized school programs, 
Duh, Herzog, and Lazar [18] used a test to assess the level of their artistic and creative development. It 
was shown that regular primary school students show greater sensitivity to artistic problems than 
students with special needs, in terms of the ability to notice flaws or the need for change on the already 
existing things. Fürst, Ghisletta and Lubart [19] explore the relationships between the creative process 
and other important variables (mood, personality, and creative product). The creative process is 
operationalized through two sub-processes: generation (idea formation) and selection (idea evaluation), 
both repeatedly measured through conducted art workshops.  Individual differences in the sub-
processes were found, whereupon the variables of the process along with the author's personality had 
the greatest impact on the final result.   
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3 METHODOLOGY 
The focus of the study was creative artistic process in three classrooms of one primary school in the 
south of Croatia. The starting point of the research is the influence of different art techniques on the 
encouragement of children's artistic creativity, important for the motivation of students, on the success 
of students' artworks, and on the success of Art classes.  

The research aim was to examine the experiences of teachers related to the use of different teaching 
approaches in order to encourage creativity in Art classes. With regard to the research aim, the following 
research questions were defined: 

I. Are the procedures for encouraging children's artistic creativity used in teaching Art, and in what 
way do teachers perceive the use of procedures for encouraging children's artistic creativity? 

II. Do the course of the lesson and the use of a certain art technique affect the creative process 
within Art classes?  

4 RESEARCH METHODS 
In order to obtain answers to the above research questions, a qualitative methodology and a case study 
method were chosen [20]. In Yin's [20] division into different case study structures, a structure with 
multiple cases and multiple units of analysis is also recognized. This set the framework for our case 
study. The purpose of this research is a deeper insight and understanding of the researched problem. 
Such structuring of the study is justified because the explored cases are representative or typical cases 
we tried to describe and analyze. In accordance with the research questions, individual persons, the 
three primary school teachers, i.e. the procedures they use to encourage children's artistic creativity in 
teaching Art, were selected as a source of data. The data were collected employing a basic semi-
structured interview with the three school teachers [21], and structured observation of lessons during 
which pre-defined categories were used [22]. 

The research was conducted in one primary school in a larger city in the south of Croatia. Three primary 
school teachers participated in the research: 1st, 2nd, and 4th grade teachers. Two lessons were 
observed for each teacher, whereupon during one lesson painting art techniques were used, and during 
another graphic art techniques were used for the same motif. During the research, students used the 
following painting techniques: pastel, collage and the combined collage-felt tip pen technique, as well 
as the following graphic techniques: monotype, cardboard printing, and printing with different materials.  

The structured lesson observation [22] was conducted according to the creative behavior observation 
protocol, which was created for the purpose of this research in accordance with Guilford's features of 
divergent thinking. We followed the students in the realization phase, recording the appearance of a 
certain feature of divergent thinking. The Creative Behavior Observation Protocol form included tables 
with individually elaborated features of divergent thinking (Table 1).  

They helped us record the frequency of occurrence of a particular element according to Guilford's 
hypothesis and measurement of divergent thinking factors of fluency, flexibility, elaboration, and 
originality [2] as well as sensitivity to problems and redefinition, which are stated in the additional 
elaboration of the components of artistic creation (e.g. [23], [24]). One semi-structured interview was 
conducted with each teacher in which they answered to the questions about the procedures they use to 
encourage children's artistic creativity in Art classes. 
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Table 1. The elaboration of the components of artistic creation. 

A feature of divergent thinking Description 
Elaboration Elaboration of the original idea in detail (analytical drawing) 

Adoption of artistic and compositional elements 
Originality Ability to discover completely new ideas (within the group) 
Flexibility Leaving the well-established paths easily in the presentation of shapes and 

phenomena 
Absence of a stenciled way of artistic expression 
Quick exchange of artistic elements 
Playing with art material 

Sensitivity to problems Ability to detect artistic problems 
Fluency Abundance of ideas 

Exchange of ideas (among students) 
Changing ideas 
Flow of ideas 

Redefinition New use of art content (change of color, surface, size, rhythm) 
Changing the material 
Increasing and decreasing (e.g. texture, adding contrast) 

5 RESULTS 
In the three parallel case studies conducted with the aim of possible comparisons, the three teachers 
employed painting and graphic techniques during two Art lessons. In each case study, we will show the 
aspects of creativity reflected in the observation process and the interview with the teacher regarding 
general aspects of stimulating artistic creativity, which are closely connected to the observed lessons.  

5.1 Case 1 
The first lesson held by the teacher A. The employed art technique included graphics, monotype. The 
students painted a bird using the warm-cold contrast. The teacher motivated the students by showing 
them photographs of different birds in different flying positions. The students were introduced with this 
art technique for the first time and were very happy with this method. During the realization, it is evident 
that the students well adopted the artistic and compositional elements (18 students), while some (7 
students) adopted them to a less extent, which is noticed in the realization. We monitored the adoption 
of artistic and compositional elements during the first 10 minutes while the students were painting on 
the matrix. Students elaborated the original ideas in the first 15 minutes of their work, while in the last 5 
minutes they printed the matrix. During the first 10 minutes, we noticed that 6 students, i.e. three couples, 
exchange ideas within the group, discuss and come up with new ideas and solutions together. Three 
students put too little ink on the matrix, so the print was bad. In the first 10 minutes, students easily leave 
the well-established paths in the presentation of shapes and phenomena. In the first 10 minutes, 
students quickly exchange artistic elements (18 students). In the last 10 minutes, students play with art 
material (9 students). In the central 10 minutes of their work, students discover the artistic problem and 
successfully solve it. In the central part of the realization, students abound with ideas. In the last 10 
minutes of work, two students change their ideas, add some more bird parts, and change the existing 
ones. The flow of ideas is present in the central part of the realization. In the first 10 minutes of 
realization, students mostly change the rhythm, surfaces, sizes, and in the last 10 minutes they change 
the art material, i.e. they no longer paint on matrix but print their matrices, and use cylinders and bottles 
to make the print as good as possible. Stenciled ways of expression are not present. The results of 
observing lesson 1 held by the teacher A show that the categories of redefinition, sensitivity to problems 
and elaboration are the most common. They are followed by flexibility, fluency, and originality. 

Second lesson held by the teacher A. During this lesson, the combined technique (collage, felt tip pen) 
was used. The students shaped a bird using the light-dark contrast. The teacher motivated the students 
by showing them photographs of different birds, they talked about them and the teacher explained how 
to use a combined technique. We noticed that the students well adopted the artistic and compositional 
elements (18 students), which can be seen in their artworks, while (7 students) used the art language 
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not so well. Adoption of artistic and compositional elements was noticed in the first 10 minutes while the 
students were cutting and gluing the body made of collage, but also in the last 10 minutes as they were 
drawing other parts of the body using a felt tip pen. The students elaborated the original ideas mostly in 
the last 10 minutes, while putting together and gluing the collage and drawing the rest of the body. In 
the first 10 minutes we noticed two students exchange ideas within the group, discuss and come up with 
new ideas and solutions together. In the first 10 minutes, students easily leave the well-established 
paths in the presentation of forms and phenomena, while a few students do this in the central part and 
the final part of the realization. In the first 5 minutes, students quickly exchange artistic elements by 
cutting different shapes from the collage, and also in the last 10 minutes when they draw different lines 
with a felt tip pen. Throughout the realization, students play with art material, cut, glue and draw. In the 
central 10 minutes, students discover the artistic problem and successfully solve it. In the central part of 
the realization, students abound with ideas. In the central part, eight students exchange ideas with each 
other. Four students change ideas in the last 10 minutes. The flow of ideas is present in the central part 
of the realization. In the central part, the students change the surfaces, colors, sizes, rhythm, and in the 
last 10 minutes of the realization, they change the art material, that is, they use felt tip pens instead of 
collage. In the first 5 minutes they add contrast to the colors of the collage, and in the last 10 minutes 
they add texture with a felt tip pen. Stenciled ways of expression are not present. The results of the 
observation of the lesson 2 held by the teacher A show that the categories of redefinition, sensitivity to 
problems and elaboration are the most common. This is followed by flexibility, fluency, and originality. 

A comparison of the occurrence of elements of divergent thinking during the first and second lessons is 
shown in Fig. 1, with a noticeable difference in originality. 

 
Figure 1. The occurrence of the elements of divergent thinking during the lessons held by the teacher A 

During the interview, the teacher A gave an overview of the main elements of encouraging children's 
artistic creativity in teaching Art. She emphasized that creative games were used in classroom, such as 
comparisons (e.g. warm-cold colors), observation games, imagining, for example, imagining 
reproductions in their environment with certain changes. Students came up with new ideas and were 
independent in their work, and at the end of the class there was a conversation with the students about 
the characteristics of their artworks. Creativity was encouraged by applying different art techniques and 
combining art techniques. 

5.2 Case 2 
The first lesson held by the teacher B. The lesson unit was Names of colors, basic and derived colors, 
with the given motif I dance. An intergraphic technique of printing different materials was used. During 
the motivation phase, the teacher talked to the students about dance. The students demonstrated 
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different dance movements, and as they were printing with different materials for the first time, they were 
thrilled and happy to accept the task. They adopted the artistic and compositional elements well in the 
central part of the realization, but also in the last 10 minutes of the lesson. Students (two pairs) discover 
completely new ideas within the group, and one pair does this in the last 5 minutes of realization. 
Students in the central part leave the well-established paths in depicting shapes and phenomena. We 
noticed the absence of a stenciled way of expression in all students, in the central and in the final part 
of the realization. In the first 15 minutes, students quickly exchange artistic elements while coloring and 
painting. Throughout the realization, students play with art material. In the central 10 minutes of their 
work, students discover the artistic problem and successfully solve it. In the central part of the realization, 
students abound with ideas, and in the final part as well. In the central part, several students exchange 
ideas with each other. In the central part, three students change their ideas, and two even in the final 
part. The flow of ideas is present in the central part of the realization. Students participate with interest 
and joy. The results of observing lesson 1 held by the teacher B show that the categories of redefinition, 
sensitivity to problems, and flexibility are the most common. This is followed by elaboration, fluency, and 
originality. 

The second lesson held by the teacher B. The art technique of painting, pastel, was used in the lesson. 
The children presented the motif I dance in the rhythm of colors. They were shown photographs of 
different dancers in different positions and were shown pastel painting. The originality of the artistic and 
compositional elements is best seen in the initial part of the realization, but also in the last 10 minutes. 
Students discover completely new ideas within the group in the central part of the realization. In the first 
5 minutes, students quickly exchange artistic elements, and in the last 10 minutes as well. During the 
central part of the realization, students play with art material. In the first 5 minutes, students discover 
the artistic problem and successfully solve it, and in the last 10 minutes as well. In the central part of the 
realization, students abound with ideas, and also in the final part. In the central part, several students 
exchange ideas with each other. In the central part, three students change ideas, and two even in the 
final part. The flow of ideas is present in the central part of the realization. Students change surfaces, 
colors, sizes, rhythm in the central part of the realization, and in the final part. The students are delighted 
with the motif. The results of observing the second lesson held by the teacher B show that the categories 
of redefinition, flexibility and elaboration are the most common. They are followed by sensitivity to 
problems, fluency, and originality. 

The occurrence of elements of divergent thinking, according to Guilford, during the lessons held by the 
teacher B (Fig. 2), where the biggest difference between the two lessons was observed in the 
representation of flexibility and redefining. 

 
Figure 2. The occurrence of the elements of divergent thinking during the lessons held by the teacher B 
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In the interview, the teacher B gives an overview of encouraging artistic creativity in the activities in 
which children express themselves in various ways using the language of fine arts, she encourages 
children to imagine and show freedom of thought, speech, and expression of emotions. Various 
materials are used in the work, including recycled waste material. By asking questions, the teacher 
encourages the students to express their creativity, and the students evaluate the artworks together. 
Students are shown various artworks to stimulate their creativity and various non-visual stimuli (nature 
sounds, music) are used as well. 

5.3 Case 3 
The first lesson held by the teacher C. The art technique was graphics, card printing. Taking into account 
the composition of the shape, the students printed a self-portrait. The teacher motivated the students by 
observing self-portraits of different painters and discussing the composition of the painting. The adoption 
of the artistic and compositional elements was best noticed while students were composing and printing 
the self-portraits. Students discover completely new ideas within the group in the initial (two students) 
and central part of the realization (two students). In the central part students leave the well-established 
paths in the representation of forms and phenomena. In the first 5 minutes, students quickly exchange 
art elements. During the final 15 minutes of realization, students play with art material (cutting, coloring, 
assembling, and printing). In the first 10 minutes, students discover the artistic problem and successfully 
solve it. In the initial part of the realization, students abound with ideas, and in the final part as well. In 
the first 5 minutes of realization, several students exchange ideas. In the central part of the work, four 
students change ideas, they cut the parts in a different way than they initially imagined. The flow of ideas 
is present in the central part of the realization. Students change surfaces, colors, sizes, rhythm in the 
central part of the realization, and in the final part. Students change the material, first using a pencil and 
a compass, then scissors, glue, and tempera. Students add and remove shapes in the final part of the 
lesson and add color. Students are interested, they like this way of working, the artworks prove to be 
very successful. The results of observing lesson 1 held by the teacher C show that the categories of 
redefinition, sensitivity to problems, and flexibility are the most common. They are followed by 
elaboration, fluency, and originality. 

The second lesson held by the teacher C. Using recomposition and photomontage, the students created 
a portrait of a fictional artist. The art technique of painting, collage was used. The teacher motivated the 
students by showing them portraits and self-portraits of different painters. She also showed them a 
portrait of Picasso. They defined recomposition and photomontage together, and the teacher 
demonstrated an example of recomposition of skeletal parts. Students develop original ideas in the 
central part of the lesson. Adoption of artistic and compositional elements was noticed in (19 students) 
while they were recomposing and gluing. Students discover completely new ideas within the group in 
the initial (three students) and central part of the realization (three students). Students in the central part 
leave the well-established paths in the presentation of forms and phenomena and also in the final part 
of the realization. Stenciled ways of expression are not present. In the first 5 minutes, students quickly 
exchange artistic elements while cutting a collage, their self-portrait, and a Picasso's portrait. During the 
final 15 minutes of realization, students play with art material (cutting, assembling, gluing). In the central 
part of the paper, students discover artistic problem and successfully solve it (recompose and do 
photomontage). In the initial part of the realization, students abound with ideas, and in the final part as 
well. In the first 5 minutes of realization, several students exchange ideas. In the central part of the 
paper, four students change ideas, cut parts, and arrange them in a different way than they initially 
imagined. Seven students change their initial idea in the central part of the realization. The flow of ideas 
is present in the central part of the realization. Students change surfaces, colors, sizes, rhythm in the 
central part of realization. Students add and remove shapes in the central part of the lesson, adding 
different shapes and colors from those used in the collage. Students are interested, they like this way of 
working. The results of observing the lesson 2 held by the teacher C show that the categories of 
redefinition, flexibility and elaboration are the most common. This is followed by sensitivity to problems, 
fluency, and originality. After analyzing the results of the structured lesson observation, we can conclude 
that in the use of graphic techniques the most common are categories of redefinition and sensitivity to 
problems, i.e. the new use of art content (change of color, surface, size, rhythm) and the ability to detect 
artistic problems. In the use of painting techniques, the most common categories are redefinitions and 
elaborations, i.e. the new use of art content (change of color, surface, size, rhythm), the elaboration of 
the original idea in detail (analytical drawing) and the adoption of artistic and compositional elements. 

The Fig. 3 shows the emergence of elements of divergent thinking for the two lessons held by the 
teacher C, where we can see a slightly higher difference in sensitivity to the problem and originality with 
regard to the technique used. 
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Figure 3. The occurrence of the elements of divergent thinking during the lessons held by the teacher C 

The Teacher C states in the interview that she uses creative games, observations, noticing, 
differentiation, drama games and improvisation to encourage creativity. Sometimes she also uses 
correlation with other subjects. She believes that it is important for students to focus on artwork and to 
evaluate artworks in which a creative approach is emphasized. The teacher believes that combined art 
techniques and the use of graphic techniques are important for encouraging creativity. 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
Based on the three case studies, the results of this research provide guidelines for the possibilities of 
encouraging children's artistic creativity in class through the use of different art techniques. 

After analyzing semi-structured interviews conducted with the three teachers, we conclude that teachers 
use different procedures to encourage children's artistic creativity, and the most successful were: 
observing artworks by famous world and Croatian painters and engaging in various activities before 
letting students create (listening to music, singing, stories, color games, stimulating questions and 
tasks), playing creative games such as comparison, observation, imagination, differentiation, drama 
games of improvisation. These actions encourage children to imagination, freedom of thought and 
speech, children indulge in emotions and express themselves very artistically, students are imaginative, 
they become little artists, and there is nothing wrong here, because every student has a different 
understanding, a different vision. In researching the creative process in the classroom, Thomas [25] 
found that teachers' pedagogical approach favorably influences students' work and their artworks, at the 
same time reducing the importance of the chosen methodological procedure. A similar finding was made 
by Ulger [26] stating that flexible learning environments and a stimulating teacher approach play an 
important role in the development of creative thinking. 

With regard to comparing the creative processes, differences in the levels of creative expression when 
using graphic and painting techniques were also found. The analysis of the results of structured lesson 
observation suggests that in the use of graphic techniques the most common are categories of 
redefinition and sensitivity to problems, i.e. the new use of art content (change of color, surface, size, 
rhythm) and the ability to detect artistic problems. In the use of painting techniques, the most common 
categories are redefinitions and elaborations, i.e. the new use of art content (change of color, surface, 
size, rhythm), the elaboration of the original idea in detail (analytical drawing) and the adoption of artistic 
and compositional elements.  
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The obtained results related to the procedures of encouraging children's artistic creativity are presented 
through four elements: (1) procedures of encouraging artistic creativity in teaching Art; (2) types of 
creative student behavior; and (3) different techniques and their influence on creativity stimulation. 

1 Teachers use different procedures in Art classes to encourage children's artistic creativity, they 
choose them depending on the art problem and depending on the task. They mainly use creative 
games, such as comparisons (e.g. warm-cold colors), observation games, imagining, for 
example, imagining reproductions in their environment with certain changes, motivational stories 
with a guided conversation, observation games, noticing, differentiation, drama games of 
improvisation, etc. Artistic creativity in Art classes is also encouraged by activities in which 
children play with lines, colors, surfaces, shapes, etc. Teachers encourage children to 
imagination, freedom of thought and speech and to observation of artworks. They also find it very 
important to give clear instructions to students. 

2 Regarding the types of creative behavior of students, for teachers it is important that students 
come up with their new ideas, ways to do something different, to be independent in their work, to 
ask specific questions that lead to the conceptual solution, to be interested and to notice details.  

3 Regarding various techniques and their impact on creativity stimulation, teachers believe it is 
essential to give students right work instructions, allow freedom of expression and emotional 
stimulus, which will result in successful artworks and lessons.    

When it comes to the impact of the lesson course and the use of certain art techniques in the creative 
process in Art classes, we recognized the importance of children's motivation and empathy for the motif, 
their exploration of art motifs, the possibility of freedom of expression rather than the type of art 
techniques used.  
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